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VOL,. IV. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1834. NO. 34.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EHTOR.
QRORUE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
From the Chistian Observer. 
DEVOTIONAL POE^S.
We insert the following poetical effusion.' with the author’s 
obliging permission, from an elegant litts manual, entitled 
“ Devotional Poems, by a Clergyman. ”
THE MOTHER.
Oh! if there be linked with the gloom of ttistence 
One feeling that deepens the darkness it wers,
’Tit a fond mother’s fear, that foresees, in te distance,
Her infant sent forth to the world and its sares.
Shall that face, a sweet well-spring of smiles soon be saddened 
Those weak trembling hands be uplifted to in?
Shall the heart which scarce heaves on her boom be maddened, 
By pain from without, or by passion within
In that liour, when her form is forgotten wlo bore him,
And the arm that (irst clasped him lies cold n the grave,
Her spirit may hover in tenderness o’er hiir
And see him alas! but not warn him nor sire!
Is there none, then, to eare for the desolate Granger,
Who goes, all unheeding, unarmed, on his my,
No Spirit of might to walk near him in darker,
And scatter the fiends that would make himtheir prey?
Oh, yes! there is One. and besides Him nostlier!
The Redeemer, the Ruler, whose throne is <n high!
From the glories of heaven He beholds the ad mother;
Mid the songs of the angels lie catches thysigb.
Go, take thy sweet babe, nnd to Jesus confiiS him,
Tie has dwelt in our flesh, He can fe d fi>- tears!
'P»u, ua.. iu me auepnvru, who aaAdy shall guide him, 
Through the desert ot perils, the valley of tears’
SCENES IN BEAL LIFE.
From the Sailor’s Magazine. 
THE CONVERTED PRODIGAL.
V NARRATIVE OF FACTS.
In the year 1827, I had command of the brig 
Manuel, a letter of marque, and was in the port of 
Carthagena, in South America. While in that 
port I became acquainted with Captain S., of the 
corvette Ceres, carrying twenty-six guns. Learn­
ing that I came from the State of New-York, 
Captain S. asked me whether I had any knowledge 
of a family of the name of W. I remarked that 
I had, and especially that I knew one of the sons, 
J. W. very well; having in early life been school­
fellows. lie is in this port, said Capt S., but you 
had better riot see him, for he is a worthless intem­
perate fellow; you can do him no good, and he 
will give you much trouble. I once had him on 
board my vessel, hut he conducted so badly I set 
him on shore. Such was the information commu­
nicated by Captain.S. I however determined to 
see the man, intending to make one attempt to res­
cue him from his evil courses. I accordingly 
sought him out, and found him, but O, how chang­
ed! How sad the ruin he had brought upon him­
self. Perhaps no young man entered on life with 
finer prospect than .1. W. A good education pre­
pared him for usefulness; property at his com­
mand gave him the means of commencing busi­
ness, respectable family connexions opened the 
way into reputable society, ar.d his course through 
life might have been prosperous, useful and hap­
py. But in an evil hour he put the intoxicating 
cup to his lips, he would not engage in business, 
he entered the navy—he became dissolute, and 
had now become a disgrace to his friends, and bad 
sunk down among the very dregs of society.
When I found him at Carthagena he did not re­
cognise me; for Jo- g continued intemperance, as
is frequently the case, had in a considerable de­
gree destroyed his reason, so that when I spoke 
to him and invited him to go on hoard mv vessel, he i 
abused me. It was my plan toget him into my vessel i 
and carry him away with me, but he resisted eve- I 
ry effort of this kind. Finding I could not sue- : 
ceed, I furnished him with some clothing, paid the 
landlord for a few weeks board, and left him, ne­
ver expecting to see him more. From Carthage­
na, went to St. Martha’s, and one morning, about 
three weeks after I arrived there, I received a mes­
sage from the British Consul, saying that a per­
son at his office wished to see me. I went imme­
diately to his house, and toniy utter astonishment 
found J. W. who, it seems, bad followed me on 
foot nearly two hundred miles. I wondered the 
more at this because at Carthagena he considered 
me his enemy, and abused me almost every time I 
spoke with him. But he was evidently insane. 
Ardent spirits had turned his brain. The consul 
saw his situation,- and as he inquired for me, had 
detained him till I came. He did not know me, 
and after some persuasion I got him to my house, 
and prevailed on him to take food. Finding that 
he would not remain in the house, and fearing that 
if he got abroad, he would either wander away, or 
drink so freely as to destroy himself, after consult­
ing with a magistrate, as to tlie legality of the 
act, I confined him in my ow,. huyse, for ten days, 
and then removed him on board niy vessel, and 
committed him to the care of the boatswain. Mr. 
W. had evidently improved much daring the short 
period of his confinement in my house. He had 
become sober, and his reason was very considera­
bly restored to him. When he first came on board 
the vessel, the boatswain, who had previously 
known him, was greatly surprised at the alteration 
in his appearance, and on receiving him gave him 
a hearty shake by the baud, saying, “the captain 
has polished your outside finely;”—“yes,” said 
Mr. W. “but more sensibly so the inside.” This 
was the first intimation he hud given of anv change 
in his mind. I had previously had no conversa­
tion with him on religious subjects, having at that 
time no seriousness myself; my sole object being 
to reform the man externally, and restore him 
to society, which I then (very foolishly indeed) 
supposed might be accomplished without religion. 
At that time I used ardent spirits myself, and 
supposed it lawful, and thought that others might 
do the same, if they did not drink to intoxication, 
a practice that I now reprobate and warn others, 
and especially sailors, to avoid. But in the first 
conversation I had with Mr. W. after he came on 
board my vessel, I found he had resolved to ab 
stain from the use of ardent spirits wholly and for 
ever. On making this discovery, I remonstrated 
with him, really supplying at that time, as 1 doubt 
not that some others do, that a little rum was ne­
cessary. “Never mind, sir,” said he, “my re­
solution is fixed, and f will run the risk of any in­
jury that may occur.” I mention these circum­
stances to show that it was his own voluntary re­
solution to say to his intoxicating propensity, 
“hitherto shalt thou come, but no further.” And 
he kept his word, and from that uay to the day of 
his death was strictly and conscientiously tem­
perate in all things.
His constitution, however, was a mere wreck, 
a long course of dissipation had almost destroyed 
him. Perceiving that he needed nourishment 
and careful attention, I proposed that he should
remain with my family at St. Martha’s, rather than 
go to sea with me; but lie would not consent to 
this, and I yielded to his solicitations. From the 
time he came on board my vessel I had frequent 
conversations with him, and found him almost con­
stantly lamenting the errors of his past life. He 
informed me that his dissipated habits commenced 
by visiting the theatres, and there forming ac­
quaintances with many dissolute characters; that 
after entering the navy as an officer, he became so 
intemperate that he was discharged, and went to 
sea before the mast, still becoming worse and 
worse. He entered the Colombian service, wa# 
drafted from one ship to another, till he got on 
board the Ceres, and was finally turned ashore by 
Captain S. a short time before I found him. “ But 
O,” said he, “I am a great sinner, an ungrateful 
wretch both towards God and my family; I am 
not fit to leave the world, for I have not made my 
peace with God, and I cannot rest for the want of 
it.” I furnished him with a Bible and such reli­
gious books as I had, but avoided much conversa­
tion with him, as my religious opinions were at 
that time altogether different from what I perceiv­
ed was labouring in his mind. His reflections on 
the sinfulness of his past life were deep and cut­
ting; but at length he became more peaceful. He 
would sometimes say, “I think the wound is 
healing, and all will yet he well through the med­
ium of the Saviour, to whom for days and nights 
I offer up my prayers.” Our voyage was to St. 
Thomas; and after we got out to sea he very evi­
dently declined apace, and gave up hope of life. 
But he still mourned over his sins, saying that he 
could not sleep at night for the thoughts of his 
former vileness. For, ever since his reason had 
been restored, the recollection of past scenes had 
caused him most bitter suffering. He was, how­
ever, altogether an altered man; so mild, and 
pleasant; and intelligent, that it ad’orded me great 
pleasure to converse with him.
As he grew weaker, I prepared a bed on the 
cabin floor, it being fatiguing for him to get in 
and out of his berth, and the boatswain became 
his constant, nurse. His waking hours were most­
ly spent in reading and prayer. The day before 
he died he expressed a desire to speak with me 
privately; and when the boatswain had retired, 
lie took niy hand, and looking me earnestly in 
the* face, said, “ Capt. A. I am aware that my 
dissolution is at hand. Since I have been in this ves­
sel I have endeavoured tomake my peace with God, 
that I may he prepared to stand at the judgment 
seat; and thanks he to Him, I think 1 have found 
that peaee proclaimed in mv heart. I still desire 
to live, tor two reasons; first, that I may serve 
God more here, and thank him for his unbounded 
mercies; and second, that I may manifest my gra­
titude to you; for had it not been for your kind­
ness, I might have died in the streets of Cartha­
gena, without a friend to console me, or reason 
enough to he aware of mv situation ! He spoke 
of the mysterious providence of God in leading 
me to him; and at another conversation in the 
afternoon of the same day, he requested me to 
inform his friends of the circumstances of his 
death, and, in his name, to ask forgiveness for all 
the trouble and distress he had caused them. 
“Tell them,” said he, that I trust I have made 
my peace with God, and that my last days were 
spent in devotion and prayer.” In the evening, 
being very weak, some prayers were read at his
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bed-side, in which he appeared devoutly to join , 
Next morning lie was evidently struck with death, : 
but his mind was peaceful; and when I found his 
extremities coltf, he looked up smiling and said, 
“never mind, captain, it will soon be over; I have 
better prospects in view.” lie continued sinking 
gradually until about three o’clock, P. M., and 
then breathed his last. He continued sensible 
to the last: and a few minutes before his death, 
seeing his lips move, I put down my ear and caught 
his dying words. They were these:—“lam sat­
isfied with the will of God.” Such was the end 
of J. W., a man fitted by nature and education 
to fill an important station in society, had moral 
and religious principles formed the basis of his 
character. Nothing remained but to commit his 
body to the deep. This was done in the usual 
way, after reading the episcopal burial service. 
The crew were much affected, and not a man 
of them would take his grog for the remainder 
of the voyage. Many additional circumstances 
might be related of the conversations held with 
Mr. W. from time to time, but the principal facts 
are given above. The discerning Christian can 
judge of them. They were deeply interesting to 
iny own mind, and made an impression there 
which will not. be easily effaced. S. A.
New-York, Feb. 15, 1834.
U E L I G I O U G.
From the Lutheran Observer. 
THE LADOEIL
One peculiarity of this ladder is, that no round 
is superfluous; every one must be trod upon; 
although some in their haste to ascend, endeavor 
to evade some of the rounds specified below; but 
such inevitably meet with a dreadful fall. The 
rounds or properties of this singular ladder are 
represented in the following verses. 2 Peter i. 
5—8.
“And besides this, giving all diligence, add to 
your faith virtue, and to virtue knowledge; and 
to knowledge temperance; and to temperance 
patience ; and to patience godliness ; and to god • 
lincss brotherly kindness, and to brotherly kind­
ness charity. For if these things be in you and 
abound, they make you that ye shall neither be 
barren, nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our 
Lord Jesus Christ.” The first round, in this lad­
der is,
I. Faith. It was only upon a profession of faith 
in Christ, that the apostles admitted persons to 
the privileges of the church. This is the ground­
work of all other graces. “ Without faith it is iin 
possible to please him”—God, Heb. xi. 6. To this 
we must add. 2. Firtue, courage or fortitude. We 
must expect, like our Master, to be opposed by 
Satan and the world. Let us, like him, withstand 
them. “ Resist the devil and he will flee from 
you.” James iv. 7, “ Be ye steadfast, unmovea­
ble, always abounding in the work of the Lord.” 
I Cor. xv. 5—8.
3. Knowledge. By this means our faith will 
grow stronger, and our zeal will be properly regu­
lated; for of some it is said, “they have a zeal 
for God, but not according to knowledge.” 
Itom. x, 2.
4. Temperance. This implies a proper and lim­
ited use of all earthly blessings, and keeping all the 
senses under a proper restraint. Luke xxi. 3t. 
Reader, remember this is an essential round in 
the ladder, and cannot be dispensed with !
5. Patience. Cheerfully submitting to all the 
afflictions that may befal us; for from these the 
Christian is not exempt in this life. Let us not 
murmur, but imitate those of whom the world 
was not worthy. “ Be patient in tribulation.”— 
Rom. xii. 12.
6. Godliness. This implies that we should 
not only worship God externally, but in a rever­
ential and spiritual manner. “God is a spirit, 
and they that worship him, must worship him in 
spirit and in truth.”—John iv. 24.
7. Brotherly kindness. An unfeigned love 
of the brethren; those who belong to the house­
hold of faith. “ By this we know that we have 
passed from death unto life, because we love the 
brethren.” 1 John iii. 14. But to all these we 
must add,
8. Charity. This extends further than the 
last, and includes our enemies as well as our 
friends or brethren. “And above all things put 
on charity, which is the bond of perfectness." Col. 
iii. 14.
Reader, remember the religion of Jesus is pro- .........
gressive. Let the small word, “add, ’ continual- and more than il I love the learning acquired at 
ly reverberate upon your ear. To ascend this the feet of jess. A ministry well educated is 
ladder is laborious, but goon, “God will strength- : that ‘which co^erteth sinners from the error of 
en the weak hands and confirm the feeble knees.” their ways, andkideth a multitude of sins.’ Des- 
Let your motto be, “onward,” for Jesus is beck- pi»e the Wesletns who can, when God approv- 
oning and crying to you,
have overcome.”
“Overcome as I also j eth of their mjistry.
From the Churchman. 
CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
The Rev. Calvin Colton, a Congregationalist 
minister and an American, resident in London, has 
addressed a pamphlet to the Bishop of London, 
under the title of “Church and state of America.” > 
A pamphlet on such a subject, at such a crisi 
course attracts attention,and Mr. Colton’s work will 
he much noticed, and much read: even if it were a 
production of far less merit than it is. The first 
part of the letter is published in the New-York 
Observer of last week, and from it we arc tempted 
to make one or two extracts.
The following seems to show that our estimate 
of the influence of America on the counsels of 
England is not overrated:
“Your Lordship and a thousand others quote 
America. Pamphlets, newspapers, and all mouths 
are full of reference to America. Churchmen 
and Dissenters, all alike, go to America for argu­
ment. A prominent and influential Church per­
iodical of London has lately devoted no small 
portion of its pages, for three successive months, 
in discussing the relation of Christianity to Civil 
Government in the United States of America, 
claiming the argument for the support of its own 
view. This is one of many efforts of the kind in 
England. If we look to Scotland the press teems 
with productions of the same kind. I have now 
on my table a pamphlet of 110 pages, from Glas­
gow, No. IV. of a series, entitled, ‘The Past and 
Present Condition of Religion and Morality in the 
United States of America, an Argument, not for 
Voluntary, but for Established Churches;’ which 
it must be confessed, gives rather a sorry picture of 
things in America. It is only an enlargement, 
and presenting proof in detail, of your Lordship’s! 
statement, to which I have objected. Every* 1 * 3 4 5 6 7
where the earth, and air, and sea, and sky are 
full of this sort of thing just at this moment.”
Omitting the statistical details, on which it is 
based, we quote the following result:
“ By the last census of 1830, the population of 
the United States was 12,866,020. Allowing
But I need not commend 
them to your lordship, whose arms are open to 
receive them.”
After a brie; account of the state of educa­
tion among theklergy of our country, comes the 
following desciption—the latter part of which 
contains a goocjinstance of retort:
“Theclergjof America, my Lord with few 
exceptions, ar all working men; and they are
J^of-beCOining niOr(a“d *nOre s0, llisthe fashion, 
’' ’ 1 i it is the spirit F the times. They generally ap­
preciate the sjlitual wants of the nation and feel 
their responsijlity. This is a part df their ed­
ucation. Anifc great and effectual door is open 
to them in the hearts of the people. The peo- 
pie are not jealus of them—how can they be? 
And they are 0t jealous of each other as being 
of different sdts, as all sects,’in all parts of the 
land, have at lit been reduced to a common le­
vel as to relave rights between themselves, and 
between the fate and them. Their only chance 
of superior inlience is by superior virtue.
It may easi be seen, that a Christian ministry, 
considerable, ius awake, forced by the provi­
dence of Goi and a sense of their own respon­
sibilities to opn their eyes on the wide field of 
their labour, nd a field ever widening before 
them, would Rurally put themselves upon de­
vices and conert schemes, to meet the exigen­
cies of the cuntry; and that under the excite­
ment of sucl circumstances and such motives, 
the same nui )er of men would enterprise and 
accomplish fa more than themselves could have 
believed. I ad almost said, my Lord, that the 
extent of dnestic missions in that country, 
and the activy, and energy, and success, with 
which they -*ye been executed, would surprise 
you. Wha', is the report wnich nnusti waveUen 
bring back, even front the wildest regions of the 
West, or from its darkest retreats? Did they 
ever go where they have not found a missionary? 
What is their complaint? That they could find 
no religion? Nay, my Lord; but that they could 
never get out of the way of it; that ‘the very 
amusements of the Americans, in town or coun­
try, in the East or in the West, through the length 
and breadth of the land, ‘are preaching and psalm 
singing.’ Now, my Lord, make such abatements 
of these accounts as your own good sense will teach300 Roman Catholic priests, we shall then have 
of all denominations, as may be seen, full onej y0U to d0> anJ y0U will not, I think, say with 
minister for every thousand souls by the estimate I these travellers that instead of there being too 
of the last census. Deducting the Roman Catho- J little religion in America, there is too much; nor 
lies, and those not esteemed orthodox, all of whom j ffjH y0U hardly be able to make good what you 
in their own connexions, doubtless have their in- i seemed to take for granted in the sermon at St. 
fluence in promoting morality, and securing the Philip’s; but methinks your Lordship will say, 
good order of society, we shall still have 11,138.1
whose Christianity is generally sound whose quali­
fications are for the most part fitted for the sever­
al classes of society, among which their labours 
are distributed, and a very great proportion of
whom would not suffer by comparison in piety | anJ prospective state of Christianity in this conn 
““J professional learning with any set of men of trv compared with infidelity and irreligion. >o 
same class' in the Christian world, when view- far as statistical documents can throw light those 
and in their ordinary relations to so- who have investigated the subject abroad are pro­
bably better informed on it than «e at tome. 
But there are many other means ol he ping to a 
conclusion beside statistical document—-an in­
dependently of all tangible evidence whatever, 
there would be great weight atteched to the opin­
ion—candidly, fearlessly and intelligently express­
ed—of a body of men occupying the relation o 
the leading clergy and laity of our country. u 
the sagacious reader will say to us, as wed e may >
"fa description of the 
Church in England is from a corresponden:» c 
same paper, or to speak without disguise, » 
the same pen- If we were in England and 
establishments, as we are in America and agai *
and
the
ed en mass, 
ciety.”
The following eulogy of the Methodists is no 
less beautifully expressed than well merited:
“Aour Lordship knows something of one John 
Wesley. They, who sprung into being by his 
influence, constitute the next most considerable 
denomination in America, in respect to numbers. 
That numerous sect that has outlived contempt; 
whose greatest glory is that they ‘preach the 
Gospel to the poor’ at home and abroad, in Chris­
tian and in Pagan lands; who have spread them­
selves wider than the British empire; whose faith 
bears fruit under a torrid sun and dissolves the 
frosts of polar regions; among whose worthies 
a Clarke, and a Watson, are only representa­
tives of their clas; who once offended and were 
rebuked, but ar now wooed and solicited tore- 
turn—and 6emgsolicited, they cannot be despig. 
ed. What theyure in England the place of their 
birth and their radle, they are in America—they 
are all the worli over. My Lord, I love learning
‘It is not quite so badas I had been led to sup­
pose.’ ”
For one, we should he glad to see the rotest- 
ant Episcopal Church in this country express 
her views to the parent Church on the present
them, we would recommend it tcthe attention of 
the British Remembrancer, as om of the strong­
est arguments which an antagonit ever yet un­
wittingly yielded in behalf of th; object of his 
opposition. What more, it might be asked, can 
the advocates of Christianity desre, than to se­
cure for it an establishment whiet contains the 
best of men. the best of minister:, and the most 
exemplary of Christians; and wlose power “is 
omnipresent, and irresistible; is incorporated with 
the whole frame of society, and run; down through 
every channel of influence from th; highest places 
to the lowest condition ; which difiuses itself over 
every mind, and insinuates into tvery corner of 
every heart.” This, we think, is not exceeded 
by any thing in the eloquent descf.ption of Cole­
ridge.
“ After what I have said of the Church of Eng­
land, it is proper, and perhaps clue, that I should 
introduce some qualifications to lin it my meaning. 
I do not speak of that Establishment as a system 
of Episcopacy. I have no quarrel with them in 
that particular, although 1 think, that the ecclesi­
astical constitution of the Church ind its Liturgy 
have proved eminently favorable to the operation 
•of those influences, which I regard as so unfor­
tunate. I do not pretend to deny, that there is a 
great deal of Christian virtue in this Church. I 
believe there is virtue in her members, and virtue 
in her ministers, a part of them. The best of 
men, the best of ministers, and the most exem­
plary Christians, may be found in the Church of 
England. And their influence does no doubt mo­
dify the operation of the enormous incongruities of 
the institution. But still this influence does not 
materially control those enormities. Nay, the 
enormities themselves do necessarily control this 
influence. There is not a man in England who 
does not feel the power of the Establishment bear­
ing upon him in numberless forms, and from all 
directions, to his disadvantage. If le be a minis­
ter of the body, and wishes to do good, he finds 
a people educated to feel that a decent external 
observance of religious duty is enongh to satisfy 
the conscience and save the soul. And if he la­
bors bard enough to beat this notio.i out of their 
hcuit.., ho wilt ordinarily fail of Ills object, and 
scarcely fail to lose his influence, if not his place. 
If a minister be a conscientious Dissenter, he too 
must accommodate himself to that inexorable 
temper which such a supremacy of power, so 
long in operation, has so thoroughly wrought over 
tJie wide community. Nothing but a hand and 
voice like Whitfield’s, could break the repose of 
such a long and deep sleep. The disadvantages 
under which the most virtuous and most earnest 
Dissenters lie by the influence of the Establish­
ment, are immeasurable and infinite. They can 
never overcome them: it is vain to try, so long 
as the power is unbroken. They are sufficient to 
subdue the energies of the greatest minds, and 
reduce their influence, if it be sound, to the nar­
rowest sphere. The power of the Establishment 
is omnipresent and irresistible; it is incorporated 
with the whole frame of society, and runs down 
through every channel of influence from the high­
est places to the lowest condition. It diffuses it 
self over every mind, and insinuates into every 
corner of every heart. The bishops are legisla­
tors and the clergymen are magistrates of the 
land. They preside alike over the altar and the 
throne,—for the throne of England is a throne of 
laws. Society has been formed by their hand, and 
adapted to their sway.”
ALFRED THE GREATS RELIANCE UPON 
PROVIDENCE.
During this illustrious prince’s seclusion in the 
Countv of Somerset, at the confluence of the riv­
ers Parret and Thooe, it happened one day in the 
winter, which proved uncommonly severe,* that he 
had sent all his attendants out to endeavour to 
procure fish, or some kind of provisions: so diffi­
cult was the enterprise esteemed, that the king 
and queen only were excused from the employ- j 
ment. When they were gone, the king, as was J 
his custom whenever he had an opportunity, took 
a book and amused himself with reading, whilst 
Elswith a was engaged in her domestic concerns. 
They had not long, however, continued thus oc-
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cupied, before a poor pilgrim, accidently passing 
that way, knocked at the ^ate and begged for 
something to eat. The humane monarch called 
Elswitha, and desired her to give the poor man 
part of whatever provisions were in the fort. Tfie 
queen finding only one loaf brought it to the king 
to show him how slender thejr store was, at the 
same time representing the distresses the family 
would labour under should the foragers return un­
successful. Alfred not deterred by this remon­
strance from his charitable purpose, but rather in­
ternally rejoicing at this trial of his humanity, cheer­
fully gave the poor Christian one half of the loaf 
consoling the queen with this religious reflection, 
“that He who could feed 5000 with five loaves 
and two fishes, could make (if it so pleased him) 
that half of the loaf suffice for more than their 
necessities.” When the traveller departed, the 
king returned to his reading, and felt that satis­
faction which is the certain result of a beneficent 
action. Nor was it long unrewarded, for his com­
panions returned with so great a quantity of pro­
visions, that they were not exposed to any simi­
lar inconveniences during their seclusion.
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY.
“ W/iai am I about?"—a Cottager's Self-Inquiry.
The Second Report of the Bible Association at 
Carlton in Nottinghamshire, furnishes the follow­
ing illustration of this question:—
The “Monthly Extracts” have been found very 
useful in this Association and have tended to show 
that the work of the Bible Society is but as it 
were beginning, while there are scarcely Four­
teen Millions of copies of the Sacred Scriptures 
distributed among at least Eight Hundred Mil­
lions of precious souls. The humblest cottager 
who has any appetite for this best food, cannot 
help asking, with deep concern, “What are these 
few copies among so many?’ Nay, he can 
scarcely, we should hope, sit down after a hard 
day’s work, to enjoy a chapter in a Bible which he 
is pleased to call ms own—he can scarcely sec 
his dear child searching for texts in a smaller Bi­
ble, which he also, with much satisfaction, calls 
ms own—but such a cottager mu: t think on those 
many millions who have never yet seen a leaf of 
the Sacred Scriptures, or heard the only Name 
given among men wherby we must be saved. He 
will be ready to say, “What a mercy, that, after 
a hard day’s work, I have not to run here and 
there to catch a crumb of this precious loaf; but 
that I have it in my house, and in my hand, while 
many might travel hundreds of miles and not get 
a sight of it I”
One contributor observed—“ I should not have 
given you my mite now, if I had not read the 
Extracts left here last week; when I saw what 
was doing, and what was left as yet undone. I 
then thought, What am I about ?” She added,
“ I sha’n’t give it as a gift—to think I am going 
to give any thing to the Lord; but under a sense 
of duty, as something which I ought to have done 
years ago, when I could have spared it better , 
but had no inclination then; for the more I had, 
the more I wanted. I find it will not do to ask 
myself whether I can afford it.” She was told, 
The blessing of the Lord, it rnakctk rich, and He 
addeth no sorrow with it. She begged to have 
this repeated, and said, “Well, to be sure, that’s 
very good! I am sure I’ve had sorrow enough 
with my worldly gettings, and they have not left 
me rich after all.” She gave a donation, and 
hoped soon to give more; but did not wish her 
name to be put down, even in a Collectors private 
book. Your Committee could not however re­
frain from giving her words, which they trust may 
reach some heart, and lead to the inquiry, “what 
AM I ABOUT?”
FOUR LADIES IN VIRGINIA BLESSED BY 
NEW I ON’S WORKS.
A clergyman has transmitted an interesting 
communication from “ a lady of great worth in 
Virginia,” narrating at length, the circumstances 
of her forming aa acquaintance with a lady who 
was very averse to all religious conversation; 
but was induced to listen to passages of Newfon’s 
Works : she at length read them with great inter­
est; and was brought solemnly to the determina-
tion that, “ whatever others might do, she would 
serve the Lord.” The writer was afterwards 
urged to visit the sister of this lady. She took 
her travelling companion (Newton) with her; and 
was thus made the instrument of bringing the 
the same books to her notice. “It is difficult,” 
she says, “to imagine a person more indifferent 
to this most important of all subjects;” but she 
became so much interested in these volumes, 
that when the writer left her, she requested the 
loan of them; and God was pleased to bless them 
in bringing her to Christ. After this, the mother 
of these two ladies visited the last mentioned 
daughter, and the same volumes opened the na­
ture of spiritual religion to her, and brought her 
to the foot of the Cross. By her they were 
also carried to the residence of her son, and bles­
sed to her sons wife, who said, “the first religious 
instruction and comfort she ever received was 
from them; and that she valued them next to the 
Bible. ’ “says the writer, “I think I have rea- 
son to say, from iny own knowledge, (so far as one 
human being can have knowledge of another by 
the expression of their feelings and exercises,) 
that these volumes have been blessed to four per­
sons, three of whom had imbibed the fatal error, 
“that a compliance with the forms of the church 
in which they had been educated, and a strictly 
moral conduct, are all that is necessary to a pre­
paration for heaven.”—Tract Magazine.
S AC RED MUSIC,
Then crown’d again, their golden harps they took,
Harps ever-tuned, that glittering by their side 
Like quivers hung, and with preamble sweet 
Of charming symphony, they introduce 
The charming song, and waken raptures high:
No one except, no voice but well could join 
Melodious part: such concord is in Heaven.
Milton.
But a month ago, I was invited to pass a fort­
night at the house of an old and valued friend of 
my mother’s, whom I had never seen. Her let­
ters, however, breathed the tone of true piety; 
and as I was informed she had, though early left a 
widow, brought up a son and daughters in an ex­
emplary manner, I had very little doubt but that 
my visit would prove very satisfactory. When I 
arrived at the pleasant mansion of Mrs. Rivers, I 
found only the female part of the family at home. 
1 was welcomed by her and her daughters with 
real cordiality: I was much pleased with the lady 
of the house, and I thought the young ladies ele­
gant and amiable. In the time which elapsed be­
fore dinner, they were busily engaged in working 
for the poor; and I found by their conversation 
that they were deeply interested for the spiritual 
as well as temporal welfare of their poor depend­
ents. I also discovered that', they were well in­
formed and accomplished; not by their quoting 
all the books they could remember, or by their 
displaying all their portfolios of drawings; but by 
the general rational tone of their discourse, and 
by the very pretty landscapes and figures of their 
designing which ornamented the drawing-room. 
After dinner bad passed off, and coffee had made 
its appearance, £> pause ensued in our convesation, 
when Mrs. Rivers asked me if I was fond of mu­
sic? On my replying in the affirmative, the two 
young ladies rose, and with great alacrity propos­
ed playing to tne. And while Caroline was ar­
ranging the music and piano-forte, and Laura 
tuning the harp, I could not forbear reflecting 
how often the pleasure awakened by the prepara­
tion for music had been damped by the cold in­
difference of the performers; by the reluctance 
with which they consented, and by the ill humour 
frequently displayed. But nothing of this kind 
now allayed my enjoyment, and after listening to 
some very pretty English and Italian songs, 
chastely and beautifully executed, Mrs. Rivers 
said, “Come, let us have some sacred music.” 
The young ladies complied; and, to a common 
observer, it might seem as readily as they had 
done before; but it might be fancy, or, it I did 
not see less of alacrity, I certainly did see very 
great willingness to finish the performance.
When they had retired to rest, their mother 
and I continued chatting. She spoke of the 
piety and amiability of her girls, and with the 
parent's tears springing to her eyes, she gav$
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many instances of their selfdenial, their charity 
and self-control. From this subject we wander­
ed to education, and she asked me how I liked 
their music and singing ? I answered, us in truth 
I might, that seldom had J heard such rich exe­
cution, tempered with such judgment and ex­
pression. “1 am heartily glad to hear it,” rejoin­
ed Mrs. R.; “for their music, first and last, has 
cost me a thousand pounds, and they have prac­
tised six hours every day for many years; but 1 
do wish they would sing a hymn at our family de­
votions, the servants like it, and would gladly 
join, if they would lead, but mv daughters do 
not seem to like it, though I tell them they have 
no idea how much it increases the feelings of de­
votion.” The day after this conversation was Sun­
day, and we went to their parish Church. Like 
many country Ch arches. it possessed no organ, 
but the girls of the Sunday school, and a few 
young men and women, had been instructed by 
the parish clerk; and viler squallings miscalled 
singing, did I never hear.' But judge of my as­
tonishment, when I saw that though my young 
friends held, like most of the congregation, a 
hymn-book in their hands, yet there was certain­
ly no singing on their part; no, not even did I see 
a movement of the lip. At dinner, Mrs. 11. deep­
ly lamented the torture which every one’s car 
must be subject to while hearing the singing in 
their Church. “But,” added she, “the parish is 
poor, and cannot afford to pay a good instructor.” 
I then could not forbear mentioning that the in­
struction of the youth of the congregation by the 
young ladies might effect some reformation.
To my great astonishment they both replied, 
that they did not think it of such importance; 
that it did not signify, and that it would be a great 
deal of trouble. I assured them that once or 
twice aweek would fully answer the end design­
ed; and I could not forbear saying, that no part 
of the worship of God could be of small impor­
tance. Mrs. Rivers seconded my opinion, hut 
they remained firm, and here the subject drop­
ped. And when I got into the retirement of my 
chamber that night, I puzzled myself for some 
time to find out the great objection to singing in 
Church themselves, or teaching others to sing. 
And when I reflected on the express injunction 
of the Apostle, and on the great help that har­
mony is, as Mrs. R. observed, to the devotion of 
many, I wondered why two ladies on whose mu­
sic so much expense and pains had been bestowed, 
should think scorn to dedicate some part of their 
time and talents to the Almighty, (who gave them 
their voice and execution,) in praising him them­
selves, or in teaching others to praise him. Why 
is it that, a Church is the only place in which no­
body witli a good voice may sing, though every 
body with a had one may do their utmost to an­
noy and distract the congregation? and what is 
there in sacred music instantly to damp all ardour 
in the performers; and why do those who could 
execute it with fervour, neglect to do it, and then 
pay those to perform it on whose lips the sacred 
words become mockery and profanation?
If it be thought that I have been dreaming, 
instead of listening, and mindless of what is dai­
ly before my eyes and in my ears, have let imag­
ination range in things that have no reality; if it 
be said that music is an innocent plaything of man’s 
secular estate, in which we may expend as much 
time as we please, and as much money as we please 
and need render no account, it being only intend­
ed for our amusement; I think that such an opin­
ion is contrary to the whole tenor of Scripture, to 
our condition on earth, and preparation for eternity; 
and I believe that God will some time vindicate 
his purposes in all that he has created, material 
or intellectual, and convince us that he gave us 
all the powers we have for better uses than we 
have made of them. When the children of Zion 
were captives in Babylon, they hung their harps 
upon the willows, and forgot their country’s songs, 
how could they sing the Lord’s song in a strange 
laud? their hearts were unstrung and tuneless as 1 
their harps. But when they returned to Jerusa-! 
lem, doubtless they strung the chords afresh, and ' 
learned anew the forgotten music, and sang again 
the song that Moses taught them: the psalms their 
kings and prophets left them. So, if the conupt-
1 ed world return again to the God it has forsaken, 
and the knowledge of him be estabiisnsd in all the 
earth, and sin and Satan be expelled from it; this 
talent, and every others, will find the use for which 
it was intended: will be made to subserve the 
holiness, as well as the happiness of man, and, be­
fore all things, the glory and worship of the Lord. 
How shall we think, then, of the long misuse? 
Or, if we never see a time when the earth saall 
be the Lord’s, and the fullness of beauty with 
which he fills it be recovered from corruption, 
should we not as individuals, restored ourselves, 
endeavour to restore every thing to the holy pur­
poses of its first creation?—Listener.
From tile Cincinnati Journal. 
GRIEVANCES—No. II.
Mr. Editor,—Were it not for a few things, 
I should be a happy man. My last communica­
tion was softening, and refreshing to my poor spir­
it, as a summer shower. Since that time I have 
sacrificed my distillery. Whether in so doing, I 
was actuated by good, or bad motives, I will not 
now say. 1 have done it; and have ever since felt 
some as I suppose Bunyan’s Pilgrim felt when the 
enormous load rolled from his back. But still I 
am grieved, because this wicked world will not 
wag rigiit. Do what you will, you cannot please 
it. Conduct as you may, somebody will find fault. 
I have already told you something of myself, and 
have given you a brief outline of my family. If 
I should add—a finer group you never set your 
eyes on—I am persuaded you would not accuse 
me of exceeding the truth. I assure you I take 
no little honest pride in unloading my carriage he 
fore the frontdoor of the church on Sunday morn­
ing. And then such a graceful sweep we make 
down the broad aisle! I lead the wav; and then 
my wife, with a countenance as fixed, and as fair 
i as a full moon. Then my daughters, radiant as 
(sun-flowers; and then, my sons, as comely as a 
1 flock of kids.
So you see I had some alleviation of my sorrows. 
But, sir, I am grieved. And I may as well let off, 
as risk the consequences of an explosion.
You know that to the laboring man sleep is 
sweet, whether lie eat little, or much. It is ‘na­
ture’s kind restorer:” and especially after the se­
vere labors of the week, when a day of rest natu­
rally invites it. Now it so happens—whether it is 
owing to the softness of my cushion—the subdu­
ing influence of the music—the mellowness of 
the preacher’s voice, or to some other cause, I usu­
ally take a nap about mid sermon. N. B. This 
rarely happens in the forenoon—it is usually dur­
ing the after-dinner sermon. This is the length 
and breadth of my offending. And yet there is 
as much fuss made about it, as there was when La 
Fayette visited America! One Sabbath to be sure 
1 snored a l'ttle too loud—it is said I waked an 
elderly lady who sat across the way. And on an­
other, 1 fell to dreaming, and thought the hogs 
were in the corn ; so I cried aloud—run, John, run!
Now every body knows that one is not account­
able for what he does when asleep; and yet I am 
treated as though I deserve to stand in the pillory, 
or sigh in the stocks. I am become a town-talk; 
and what to do I know not. This however I am 
resolved to do, if the minister does not leave off—
I will—I have treated him with the greatest atten­
tion; have twice taken him in my carriage to ride, 
and yet he always keeps saying and doing some- 
ting which means me.
Once he remarked in my hearing, that he knew 
not how a person could comprehend a sermon who 
slept half of the time. Just as though I could 
not tell how much remains of 20 yards of cloth 
after having cut 5 from each end! He is remark­
ably fond of quoting such passages as these— 
Awake thou that steepest—What meanest thou, 0 
sleeper! And the other sabbath in the midst of 
his sermon, he paused—the very stiilnesss of the 
house broke my slumbers—he paused, and in­
quired if we thought there was any sleeping in 
heaven! He did not call me by name, but if he 
did not mean me why did every body look at me till 
I blushed red as a beet! Now I complain, 1: Be­
cause the punishment inflicted is not in proportion 
to the offence. It is like hanging a man on the tree 
from which, unwittingly, and unfortunately he
has plucked a ingle peach! 2. Because lam 
singled out as tough I were the only offender. 
I heartily wish Iwas. But is it not true even in 
your goodly cityjthat not a few sleep in church? 
Not occasionall—but habitually- Is not the 
announcement <’ the text usually the watch 
word to begin tli nap? and before the preacher 
has finished his xordiuni, they begin most pro­
foundly to nod tl sir assent. ‘ A charming sermon! 
what a channiij sermon our minister has given 
us;’ said a goodbld lady as she came out of the 
church yesterda^. Charming indeed thought J, 
as it charmed yb so to sleep that you well nigh lost 
the benediction
So you perceve, sir, that I am not alone. And 
to be thus bingld out as the subject of remark, 
and retribution t o, is grievous in the extreme.
Yours, Doleo.
CIINFSE FEMALES.
Pan-hwuy-pai, who is much admired as a his­
torian, compostfl a book of instructions for her 
own sex, in wheh she treats.of their proper sta­
tion in society, fee deportment they Ehould exhi­
bit, and the duties they ought to perform. She 
leaches them that they “hold the lowest rank 
among mankint, and that employments the least 
honorable oughi to be, and in tact are their lot.” 
She inculcates entire submission to their husbands, 
and tells them to very plain terms tiiat they ought 
to become abje:t slaves in order to be good wives. 
We cannot exp?ct that those doctrines, inculcat­
ed as they are by a lady, who ought to advocate 
the cause of hr sex, and by one held in so high 
repute as is Pci-swnj-pan, will he overlooked by 
the “lords of creation;” especially as they ac­
cord so perfectlr with their domineering disposi- 
siti on in China.
Confucius tfie prince of letters, divorced hit 
wife without assigning any cause, for doing it-, and 
his followers hive invariably adopted similar arbi­
trary measures in their treatment of the weaker 
sex. The prick which is paid to the parents of the 
bride constitutes her at once, a saleable commo­
dity, and caus^ her lo rcgarded as differing 
little from a inert slave. In tUa ukoiea of n part­
ner for life she acts only a passive part. Shell 
carried to the house of the bridegroom, and there 
disposed of tor life by het parents.
The birth of a female is a matter of grief in 
China. The father and mother, who had ardent­
ly hoped, in the unborn babe, to embrace a son, 
feel disappointed at the sight of a wretched daugh­
ter. Many vows and offerings are made before 
their idols in order to propriate their favor and 
secure the birth of a son. The mercy of the com­
passionate Kwan-yin especially, is implored to ob­
tain this precious gift; but alter they have spent 
large sums of money in this pious work, the inex­
orable goddess fills the house with mourning at the 
birth of a daughter. “ Anciently,” says Pan- 
hwuy-pan, “the female infant was thrown upon 
some old rags by the side of its mother’s bed, and 
for three days was scarcely spoken or thought of. 
At the end of that time it was carried to the tem­
ple by the father, accompanied by attendants with 
bricks and tiles in their hands.” “ I he bricks, 
and tiles,’ says Pan-hwuy-pan in her comment on 
these facts, “ signify the contempt and suffering 
which are to be her companions and her portion. 
Bricks are of no use except to form enclosures 
and to be trodden under foot; and the tiles are use­
less except when they are exposed to the injuries 
of the air.”—The Sheking, one of the venerated 
ancient books, says,
“ —_____When a daughter is born,
She sleeps on the ground.
She is clothed with a wrapper.
She plays with a tile.
She is incapable either of evil or good.
This last assertion is explained thus: “If she does 
ill, she is not a woman: and if she does well she 
is not a woman; a slavish submission is her duty 
and her highest praise.” At the present day 
well as anciently, the fetnale infant is often an ob­
ject of disgust io its parents, and of contempt to 
all the inmatei of the family. As she grows up, 
her feet are so confined and cramped that they 
can never exceed the size of infancy, and render 
it impossible for her ever to walk with ease or sate-
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ty. Small feet that badge of bondige, which de­
prives them of the power of Iocomition, confines 
then to the inner apartments, except when pover­
ty f brces them to earn their livelihtod abroad by 
labor, which they render exceedingly difficult and 
painful.
Females of the higher class seliom leave the 
house, except in sedan chairs. Ther lives are but 
an honorable captivity. They have few or no real 
enjoyments; are ignorant of almost every thing— 
very few of them being able to read; and live and 
die little more than mere ciphers ir. human socie­
ty. Pale and emaciated, these sperd the greatest 
part of their lives in embelishing .heir persons; 
while females of the poorer classes, whose feet 
are necessarily permitted to grow to the size which 
the God of nature designed, perform all the drudg­
ery of husbandry and other kinds of work. Thcsa 
last are in general very industrious, and prove to 
be helpmates to their husbands. Being remarka­
ble for their good and sound understanding, the)' 
manage their families with a great deal of care 
and prudence; and so far as industry and econo­
my are concerned, they are exemplary mothers.— 
Notwithstanding the degradation in which they 
arc held, they are generally far superior in intel­
lect to the common cast of Asiatic women. They 
are very ingenious in their needle work, and the 
like; and to be a good mother, in the estimation 
of this class of the Chinese, a woman must be a 
weaver. But it is to be regretted that they have 
very little regard for the cleanliness of either their 
persons or houses. Their children crawl in the 
dirt, and the few articles of furniture in their 
dwellings are covered with filth.
Infanticide of females is not unknown among 
the Chinese. They are far from regarding this 
crime with the horror it deserves. “ It is only a 
female,” is the answer generally given when re­
proved for it.— Chinese Repository.
The respectability of the source whence the following article 
emanates, and intrinsic importance of the subject will give it 
iotercst, we believe, with most of our readers.
Andover March 25, 1834.
My Dear Sir:—The inquiry having been made 
respecting Lev. 10, 9, a passage of much interest, 
and to which 1 have paid some serious attention, 1 
wish briefly to express the views I entertain re­
specting it.
The commencement of the chapter relates, that 
Nadab and Abihu offered strange jire before the 
Lord, and was 6truck dead in his presence, as a 
punishment for their temerity. By the words 
strange Jire is doubtless meant fire taken from a 
common hearth, or such fire as was in common use, 
and not that which was taken from the altar, and 
was there kept continually burning, and had been 
originally kindled from heaven: see Lev. 9, 24.— 
The presumption is, nay, I might say, from the 
connexion in which the precept in Lev. 10,9 stands, 
the certainty is, that Nadab and Abihu were under 
the influence of intoxicating drink, when they 
committed the presumptuous act which drew upon 
them the instantaneous vengeance of heaven.
Hence the propriety and necessity of the com­
mand to all priests, in Lev. 10, 6, “Do not drink 
wine or strong drink, when ye go into the taber­
nacle of the congregation, lest you die." i. e. lest 
ye commit the like sins with Nadab and Abihu, 
and perish as they have done. The addition made 
to this command also deserves special notice, “ It 
shall be a statue forever, throughout your gene­
rations; and that ye may put a difference between 
holy and unholy, and between unclean and clean; 
and^ that ye may teach the children of Israel all 
the statutes which the Lord hath spoken unto them 
by the hand of Moses.”
JThe amount of the whole injunction is, when­
ever the priests had any religious service to per­
form before the Lord in the tabernacle, or to 
teach the people, they were to drink neither wine 
nor strong drink, lest they might not be able to 
distinguish between the holy and profane, or might 
not be able to teach the Mosaic statutes aright.
Now as the priests were regularly to offer morn­
ing and evening sacrifices, every day of the year, 
beside the appropriate offerings of particular days, 
it is a plain casts that the prohibition in regard to 
wine and strong drink must amount to nearly, if
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; fir ‘1not quite, an absolute one; fir *he interval be­
tween their services was so small, that the effect 
of stimulating liq tor would nti subside, if it was 
taken in any considerable quantity. Consequent­
ly no priest ministering before the Lord, could 
venture on the use of intoxicating drink any part 
of his time, without running t ie risk of bringing 
on himself the punishment of Nadab and Abihu.
But what are the wine and strong drink that are 
prohibited? Wine is too well known to need de­
scription. Let it be remembered, however, that 
the wine of Palestine and the neighboring coun­
tries, never had any ardent spirit mixed with it..— 
Distillation is a modern art; it was wholly unknown 
to the ancients. Let it b< further noted, that the 
highest wines, in their native state, manufactured 
with all the saving of the spirituous part which 
modern scientific improvements have achieved, 
will not yield more than some fifteen ner cent of 
alcohol; while a great body of them do not yield 
more than from 6 or 7 to 10 or 11. Compare these 
with our wines which stand at 19 and 20 to 25 or 
27, and one may see the immense difference be­
tween drinking wine in ancient times and at the 
present day.
As to strong drink, (shakhar,) it means any 
drink which will intoxicate. It is generic, and some­
times includes even wine itself; e. g. Num. 28, 7. 
But in general it is distinguished from wine, and 
means all other inebriating liquors, made in any 
way whatever; whether fiom dates, dried grapes, 
barley, or honey. So the Arabians employ the 
same word shakhar, at the present time, for an in­
toxicating liquor, made from dried grapes or from 
dates. Jerome who lived twenty years in Pales- 
time, near the close of the jfourth century, says, 
“The Hebrew Shicera, means, every kind of drink 
which can intoxicate, whether it is made of grain, 
or from the juice of apples or from honey boiled, 
or from dates, or from concocted fruits steeped in 
water;” (Epist.ad Nepotianum.) Herodotus, se­
veral centuries before the Christian era, says: 
“The Egyptians use wine (oinos) made of bar­
ley:” Lib. 11.67. Diodorus Siculus, an ancient 
Greek historian, says; “ If any one’s land do not 
produce the vine, they (the Egyptians,) teach 
liow to make a drink from barley, which is not 
much inferior to wine, either in fragrance or in 
strength:” Lib. i. De Osir.
Ail such drinks came, among the Hebrews, un­
der the general denomination of shakhar, i. e. 
strong drink, or intoxicating drink. Wine and 
strong drink included every thing that could in­
toxicate.
It is evident from this, that those who minister 
in the sanctuary should drink neither ale nor ci­
der, nor strong beer, nor porter, not wines of any 
kind: in a word, nothing by which the feelings or 
the judgement, may be disturbed, or the under­
standing perverted. And all others, in Sabbath 
Schools, in families, or else where, who are in any 
way to “teach the statutes of the Lord,” should re­
frain from “wine and strong drink,” for the same 
reason that Moses commanded the priests of his 
time who were to teach, to refrain from them. How 
can they distinguish good and evil as they ought, 
unless they do so? It is an old, a sound, and a 
universal maxim of civil law, that where the rea­
son of a law remains, the law remains itself. The 
reason why men should not disturb their intellects 
with intoxicating drink in any way, who are to 
teach, remains always the same; the ground of the 
precept, therefore, is binding on all such.
I am well aware, my dear sir, iiow the subject 
of wine, as developed in the Scriptures, is used by 
those who have a lingering propensity to defend 
the drinking of it, for more reasons than they 
would like to avow. But I am persuaded that the 
matter, thoroughly understood, will remove every 
stumbling block that is thrown up. I hold it to 
be quite clear, that the Hebrews who used wine, 
(drunkards excepted,) used some three or four 
parts (out of five,) of water with it. Thus, I doubt 
not, was it used by our Lord and bis disciples, on 
the occasion of the sacramental supper, when this 
was first instituted.
Of this the churches of our country do not seem 
to be aware. I am waiting with anxiety to be freed 
from my present pressing engagements, to give 
some further special attention to this important
point; and hope, ere long, to make at least the ef­
fort to induce our churches to return to the origi­
nal method of the sacrament, by drinking wine 
some three or four fifths water. It would be a 
serious advantage, to the cause of temperance, if 
they can be persuaded to do this. Should I be 
able to clear up this matter to my own satisfaction, 
you shall, in due time, hear from me again.
Wishing you the most entire success in the great 
blessed work in which you are engaged, I am, 
dear sir, with much respect and affection, truly 
yours, M. STUART.
BUDHISM ANU POPERY.
It is a general observation that almost all the 
temples of Budha are in a state of dilapidation. 
The contributions of devotees are inadequate to 
meet the expenses of repairs. These te mples are 
very numerous, so much so that there is scarcely 
a small village which has not to boast of one; and 
few romantic and beautiful spots can be found free 
from these seats of idolatry.
The similarity of the rites of this superstition to 
those of papacy are striking; every one who vis­
its their monasteries can at once discover the re­
semblance. That they should count their prayers 
by means of a rosary, and chaunt masses both for 
the living and the dead, should live in a state of 
celibacy, and shave their hair, fast, &c., might per­
haps be accounted for by a mere coincidence of 
errors into which men are prone to fall; hut their 
divine adoration of teen-how—“the queen of hea­
ven,” (called also, shing-moo ‘the holy mother,’) 
must be a tenet engrafted upon Budhisiu from for­
eign traditions.—Moreover the Budhists of Chi­
na have received among the objects of their ven­
eration all the sages which have been canonized 
by the emperor or by public credulity. In one 
instance I saw a marble bust of Napoleon, which 
they had put in a temple, and before which they 
burned incense; hence it wouid not he extraordi­
nary, if they had also adopted among their gods 
so conspicuous an object of worship as the virgin, 
who was adored by so many millions of Christians. 
—Chinese Repository.
NO RELIGION.
In the neighborhood of Dea. Haven, near St. 
Catharines, U. C., an Indian some years since re­
turned from a hunting tour, very much fatigued, 
and hungry. Being a young convert and a mem­
ber of the Methodist connexion, besought for one 
of his society, hoping to obtain something to eat. 
But not finding any of his own society, he be­
came weary, and thought the inhabitants might 
have some kind of religion that would lead them 
to feed the hungry. So after he had entered a 
house, and the man told him he was not a Metho­
dist, he asked, “And what kind of religion have 
you got ? The man replied, “ No religion.” The 
Indian inquired, as though he must have misun­
derstood him, “What! no religion?” The man 
again replied, “Yes, no religion.” Then the In­
dian looked very sorry, and as he withdrew to­
ward the door, he exclaimed with astonishment, 
“ Then you be just like my dog! He no religion 
neither.” Reader! Hast thou any religion?— 
M. Star.
“HE HAS A RESPECT FOR RELIGION.”
It is impossible! How vastly condescending! 
How deeply humble! The creature has a respect 
for the service of the Creator! A grasshopper 
deigns to acknowledge that it has a respect for 
the King of kings and Lord of lords. Verily a 
subject of congratulation for the universe. A 
worm crawling in the dust confesses to its fellow 
worm that it has some respect for the government 
of “the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eterni­
ty.”—Jour, of Flushing Inst.
SELF EXAMINATION.
He that never examines his heart, is like a cap­
tain of a vessel who never examines his ship, to 
see if there is a leak. And without/reformation 
all such will finally shipwreck their souls, and all 
will be lost. Alas! what multitudes who once 
i shone as burning lights have perished for lack of 
sell examination. Reader art thou secure?
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Missionary Record.—The .May number of this periodical 
lias been received, filled, as usual, with much that is calculated 
tv excite and interest every pious Episcopalian in the great 
cause it advocates. It opens with some spirited remarks by 
the Editor upon the moral character and wants of the West, 
concluding with the following pointed appeal: —
“The friends of truth and virtue must feel that a mighty 
effort is necessary far the preservation of all they hold dear 
and sacred; and they must come up to the work with a unity 
of spirit and an energy of purpose, which no force of opposi­
tion shall be able to overcome. The means of intellectual and 
moral improvement must he increased. The number of Zion’s 
watchmen must be multiplied. Christians must he roused to 
prayer and decided action. And the Bible, Tract, and Sun­
day-school influence must be brought into enlarged exercise. 
Let this be done, and we have nothing to fear from the foes of 
God and the emissaries of Satan. Light will shoot forth in 
the midst of darkness; and, the victory being wrested from 
the enemy, America, in its length and breadth, and ull its fu­
ture greatness, shall become Immanuel’s land.”
The following is from the quarterly report of the Rev. A. 
Bronson, officiating at Columbia, &e. in this Diocese.
“ Having passed through another quarter in the service of 
the Society, I present my .second report, though nothing very 
special has occurred in the work of my mission. Through 
Divine goodness, notwithstanding the difference in the habita­
tion and subsistence, I have enjoyed an unusual degree of 
health, so as never to fail of thy Sunday services, and rarely of 
any evening's engagement. Besides the Sunday exercises al­
ternately at the two places, 1 have stated appointments at Liv­
erpool on Wednesday evenings—at Brunswick, adjoining east, 
on Friday evenings—at York, adjoining south, on half the 
Sunday evenings—and at Strongsville, east of Columbia, on 
tjie other half. At York and Strongsvile, we can raise up pa­
rishes; especially at the latter place there is a very favorable 
prospect; and at the former there are s-vcal pious families from 
Vermont, who have constant lay reading, at a very convenient 
school house. It is my design in future to cultivate them 
both, by dividing my Sunday evenings between them.
“In this town, where I intend to fix mv residence, I feel 
much confidence of the success of the Church. But in Liv­
erpool our friends are not, united in their views as to the place 
wliere they shall meet, or where they shall build a house of 
worship. This circumstance has very much diminished my 
hope of ultimate success. 1 woul.d wish to proceed with my 
experimeat in that place for another quarter; but at the end 
of that term, your Committee need not. be surprised if I should 
nsk leave to transfer that portion of my services to Strongsville, 
where I can he sure of a harmonious society, able and dispos­
ed to erect a decent edifice for divine worship.”
In the hope and prayer of the subjoined extract from a let­
ter of Bishop Mcllvaine to the Executive Committee, we trust 
every Ohio Episcopalian will heartily join. “ Freely we have 
received, let ut freely give."
“I would plead for Illinois and Michigan, two most thirsty 
and inviting fields, f hope Ohio will soon do something for 
her western sisters. We must freely give, even while we are 
freelv asking and freely receiving. To send forth is to take in 
—to divide our blessings with those destitute neighbors, is one 
of the best ways to have our own fleece wet more abundantly 
with the dews of heaven. I hope the Church in Rushville, 
Illinois, will receive the attention of the Committee. Oh! 
that wc had some truly Missionary men—men of holy enter­
prise, and active, pioneering zeal in making known the Gospel, 
to send immediately into that noble state.”
From Greece the most encouraging accounts continue to be 
received. Wc give below an extract from a letter of Mrs. 
Ilill, dated in December last, which will be read with much 
interest.
“ I cannot permit myself to enter upon the duties of another 
year, without discharging the obligations of the old one; and 
therefore hasten, before the few days that still remain have 
passed away, to thank you for all your past favors, and to beg 
the continuance of your confidence. The year which is about 
to close has been one of great labor and anxiety—these have, 
however, been greatly relieved by the unparalleled success 
of our work, and execution of all the plans we proposed a 
year ago. I he building which was then commenced, is now 
finished, and every apartment filled to overflowing.
“Mr. Hill, upon whom the whole responsibity of its erec­
tion has rested, will transmit to you its cost, together with the 1 
means used for raising the necessary funds. No one but my- I 
self and the all-seeing eye of Him whose guardian care has ne- I 
ver for a moment left us, knows the many anxious days and 
sleepless nights it has cost him, as during "the nrogress of the 
work he found the expenditures greatly exceedinghis calcula­
tions. We would sometimes consult together as to tlie expe­
diency of abandoning the work; but then the painful alternative 
could not be endured—to give tip all—naA send our hundreds 
again to the dens cf ignorance, superstition, and vice. Facil- 
itiesof procuring money offered at times so unexpectedly, when 
we were at our greatest need, that he felt it his duty to take 
advantage of it—and thus every want has been supplied. The 
building it finithed, and the scene that it daily presents, has 
called forth the astonishment of hundreds; and the sneer of 
many a worldling against Missionaries and their efforts, has been j 
changed into sentiments of admiration and respect. We feel j 
assured that our Christian friends will not withhold their ap- ' 
probation of a work which has commanded the praisa even of 
infidelity.
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“ It is exactly three years since we arrived in Greece. Wc 
know not how to express our thanks to the Lord, who hath so 
greatly helped us. Our schools contain more than three hun­
dred in daily attendance. Our Sunday exercises are becoming 
more and more interesting; the holy Scr’ptuscs are daily 
j taught in our schools, and none who remain with us any length 
I of time can say, they have not heard ‘of sin, of righteousness, 
and of judgment to come.’
“ We hope the Society will have learned from other sources 
I than from the accounts sent by the Missionaries themselves, 
the impression which the efforts of our Church for the moral, 
intellectual, and religious instruction of the youth in Athens, 
makes upon strangers, and the consequences likely to emanate 
from them.
“Our work will soon be too much for those who are now 
j here to mwiage to advantage. It already requires from us all, 
j the most undivided attention. New means of breaking to 
j these poor famished souls the bread of life, are continually sug- 
' gesting themselves ; but we feel that we have scarcely strength 
i for the performance of those which at present engage us.
“ We are, nevertheless, determined to labor faithfully in the 
! vineyard where the Lord has placed us, leaving all results to 
I Him who has promised never to forsake those who put their 
. trust in Him. With sincere acknowledgments for all your 
past kindnesses, let me beg the favor of your counsel, your 
sympathy, and your prayers.”
The number of clerical missionaries now in the employ of 
the Society is 21__ t in Florida, 3 in Alabama, 3 in Tennes­
see, 1 in Illinois, 2 in Kentucky, 3 in Ohio, 2 in Michigan, 
1 at Green Bay and 2 in Greece.
The following appointment and appropriations have recent 
ly been made by the Committee:—
“On the 15th of April, the Rev. Alva Bennett, of the dio­
cese of New-York, was appointed Missionary to Key-West.
“ At the same time the following appropriations were made: 
$200 to aid in the support of n clergyman at Rushville, Illi­
nois—$125 to aid in the support of n Missionary for six 
months in the diocese of Kentucky—and $100 to aid in the 
support of the Rector of the Episcopal Church at Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama.”
The total amount of receipt* into the Treasury during the 
last month were $2056 05.
For the Gambier Observer.
Mr. Editor,—The members of Kenyon College are active 
in promoting most of the benevolent plans of the day. They 
have their Societies for distributing Bibles, sending out Mis­
sionaries, establishing Sunday Schools, promoting Coloniza­
tion, encouraging Temperance, &e.—All this is well; and bet­
ter is it that they not only have organized these societies, but 
also give them a steady and liberal support. There is one ob­
ject of benevolence, however, which does not seem to have se­
cured the attention which it deserves: I refer to the cause of 
universal Fence, and beg leave to enquire through your co­
lumns, is not this an important oversight.
I am aware of the difficulties connected with the question 
of the lawfulness of wars, hut beg leave to say that all of these 
are avoided by the Constitution of the American Peace So­
ciety; while nt the same time, perhaps, it accomplishes the 
very object which would he aimed at by attempting to solve 
these difficulties, and decide the questions they involve.
I am induced to lay this subject before your collegiate read­
ers, for the reason that it appears to me to belong to them in 
a peculiar manner. As knowledge is power, and education 
the means of knowledge; the destinies of this nation must al­
ways he witlded in no small degree, under God, by those who 
issue from the seats of learning. Our Colleges must always 
furnish the country with its principal legislators, diplomatists 
and civilians. How large a proportion of the leading men in 
the Congress of the United States at this moment, were train­
ed in these schools; and if such is the case now, in the infancy 
of the republic, much more will it be the case as the country 
advances in age and mental cultivation. Colleges then, are 
the fountains whence, ultimately, sound principles and whole­
some legislation flow. Now while this is the case, it is plainly 
important, that the principles of the Peace Society be fully 
understood by every man who goes forth into the world with 
the blessing and dowry of an Alma Mater. It is not indeed 
to he expected, that everyone will be induced to assume its 
pledge, but it may reasonably be expected, that he be brought 
to feel its influence- Tfie subject is a moral one, and may 
take hold of the mind witli different degrees of power : that 
it do so in any degree, is.a subject of rejoicing: Tire scales 
are often turned in the weightiest matters by a feather, and 
the question of peace or war, with all their happy or tremen­
dous consequences to millions of every age and sex, may be 
decided by a slight impression made on a single mind. All 
observers of human history know, that the greatest events often 
grow out of the most trilling causes. If possible then, sir, 
let every mind within your College walls, and as many more 
as may be, be enlightened on the subject I now speak of, and in 
order to this, let a society be formed. I suppose there arc at 
the present moment in the Institution and its neighborhood,
enough to take thefirst steps towards organizing, who are rea­
dy to subscribe tin cardinal doctrine of the American I‘e«e 
Society, that offeuive wars are contrary to the principles of 
the gospel. Let these few go ‘on, ponder the suhbjeet oa 
winch they have eready formed a judgment yet more deep- 
ly, and endeavor t, lead others to think upon it In this way 
they are sure to pr sper. This it a subject which suffers more 
from neglect than avestigation; that places all its dependence 
on the exercise of reason and right feeling.
I have stated as i principal motive to members of College, 
to befriend this caise, that they are destined to exert a direct 
and powerful influtnee on society, in a i way that involves iu 
principles: .1 wouB conclude with another suggestion: they 
are themselves inflikneed in a way that equally involves them.
I refer to the natife of much of their reading. History and 
poetry are to a greft extent, a mere registry and eulogium of 
war. The warriJ is the hero of all story, prosaic and poeti- 
eal. \\ hilst the piilosopher, civilian, or philanthropist, who 
spent his days in ^proving the arts of life, or alleviating its 
ills and sorrows, iddoomed to retire into obscurity, there to be 
noticed only by lie discerning few, the military chieftain, 
whose sole merit was his sword, is placed conspicuously in the 
foreground. And for what? to receive the world’s reprob*, 
tion? to meet the maledictions of the dying thousand* whom 
he led to ruin, or ef their widows and their orphan*? No; 
but to he applauded and admired and crowned with laurel! 
Who does not know, that success in war is the foundation of 
historic greatness, and the chief inspiration of the poet Strike 
from their productions every page in which they record those 
deeds of blood, I do notsny as mere chronicles of facts, hut as 
enthusiasts who plainly delight in the themes they handle, and 
Sir, your l’rofesprs ol Latin and Greek would need text­
books for their pjpils, and all students of poetry and history 
find themselves circumscribed within very narrow limits.
If this he true, what must he the influence on an unguarded 
mind, of both anqcnt and modern literature, and how necei- 
sary that efforts It made to counteract un evil so utterly at 
variance with the principles of the Gospel. Something ought 
to be done to strip the mask from those tniicalled great men, 
and show the real character of the trade they drive. Wc havo 
more than criougltof waving banners and twanging trumpets, 
and glittering armour, and roaring cannon: iu the name of 
humanity let the anoke clear off, the tumult cease, the parade 
pass by: Let the |cld be cleared of the living that wc may 
see—the dead—yet the dead and the dying, with their wound* 
and blood and angitsh, and hear their sigh* of pain and sor­
row and dissolution. Let our thoughts lie directed to the 
anxious hours, and heart-broken months and years, the want 
and desolation which these few moments of glory have caused 
in the homes of the slain. Let us follow also the surviving 
victors as they march off' in triumph and see how their history 
terminates. They have gone perhaps, to fall on some othci 
field, the subjects and the cause of misery; or they have re­
turned to their homes to demoralize their country with the 
habits learned in camps. And lastly, let us be taught to ask 
what has the nation gained and lost by these tragic scenes, and 
learn, as we must unavoidably, that for the most part, the gain 
is glory, the loss, men, money, morals and happiness. By 
practical views of war we may hope to check the martial spirit, 
and counteract the unhappy tendency of much college reading; 
and to secure a fair and frequent exhibition of these views, a 
society is indispensable. I hope, therefore, Mr. Editor, that 
before another year rolls round, there will lie added to the fist 
of your benevolent institutions, the “ Peace Society of Ken­
yon College and its Viein/ty.” IRENE.
BtsHor Steward of Quebec.—A correspondent of the 
Boston Recorder writing from the village of Hatley in Lpper 
Canada, thus speaks of this excellent prelate:—
“Dr. Stuart, the present Bishop of Canada—formerly re­
sided here as a missionary. His liberal mind and pious heart 
secured to him the affections of many who could not in all 
things walk with him, and he is held in grateful remembrance. 
The attic story of a very humble dwelling was his study—and 
there he doubtless held often secret communion with One who 
many years ago tenanted a manger.”
The following description of two other villages and of the 
picturesque scenery of the neighborhood, will not be without 
interest to our readers:—
“Lenoxville and Sherbrook are two villages, three miles 
apart, in the township of Aseott. Both lie on the Riyw St 
Fiancis. and are rising in importance. We spent the night * 
L. in a pleasant family, connected witli the church el S'30- 
stead, thirty miles distant. This village has risen Iron a-o** 
nothing, within six or eight years, to hold a respectable ran 
among sister viil;;gts. and is fast increasing in numbers, wealth, 
and intelligence. pTbe Episcopal church strikes the eye p o- 
sacfly—but it is occupied only a part of tlie time, and hwi per­
haps not to the greatest advantage of Episcopacy- w 
godliness. A Universalist society has been established here
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but is on thr wane. The Free Will Baptists and Universal- 
ists furnishn large portion of the preaching which blesses, or 
rather cunes this region. In Sherbrook, the courts are held, 
and cou'iderable business is done—but the village is far less 
plcasart to the eye than Lenoxville. Ascott, or more definite­
ly, I enoxville, ought to be made early a missionary station— 
and the seat of a literary and theological Institution, which 
lliail pour down salutary influences on a wide surrounding 
region of fine countiy.
For thirty miles further, we passed along the beautiful val­
ley of the St. Francis—oftpn on the very bank of the stream 
—and commonly, within sight of it. Sometimes, the feet of 
the hills are washed by its waters—and then, the bills retire, 
leaving a rich intervale, to be made richer by its annual over­
flowings. The bed of the river is Rocky—and in many pla 
ces the rocks raise their heads high above the stream, rendering 
it useless for purposes of navigation, till British or Yankee en­
terprise shall resolve to eonquer the difficulties, accumulated 
by nature—a conquest that will one day be achieved. No lof­
ty mountains are in sight;—that of Orford, which Jills the 
township in which it stands is 2,300 feet in height—and over­
tops all other mountains in the Province. On this the eye 
fastens with pleasure—around its bushy top the daik clouds 
gather, condense their contents—and thence fly in all direc­
tions to water the thirsty vales. I never before bad so clear 
an idea of Elijah, an the top of Carmel, looking at the little 
cloud, of the size of a man’s hand, as it arose, and distended, 
aud covered the heavens. Tiie sun was shining in his strength 
as we passed over the “little hills,” that like attendant ser­
vants, waited at the foot of the lordly Orford. Suddenly, my 
eye caught a speck of vapor floating upwards, from some re­
tired glen; its curious aspect riveted attention. A thin and 
almost invisible train of vapors followed it;—in a few mo­
ments it reached the summit of the mountain—there it stood 
— rapidly enlarged;—and within ten minutes, the whole moun­
tain was enveloped in thick clouds—the thunders rolled;—five 
minutes more, and the whole face of heaven was wrapt in 
darkness and the rain came down in torrents. In half an hour 
all was clear, serene, and beautiful as Aurora in her loveliest 
robes. This, thought I, is nature's grand laboratory of storms. 
—All this may be familiar as “table talk” to the dwellers 
among the hills”—hut to a denizen of Norfolk County, it had 
nil the charms of novelty, and all the grandeur of the sublime.
For the Gambier Observer.
Mt. Editor,—Knowing that you are pleased to have it in 
your power to publish in the Observer accounts of the pro­
gress of our beloved Church in the west, and having been pre­
sent at the opening of St. James’ Chapel, I forward you the 
following.
The first parish organized in this extensive and beautiful re­
gion of country, known by the name of the Miami country, 
containing upwards of 150,000 souls, was St. James’, Piqua, 
Miami county,
St. James’ Church, Piqua, was organized in 1823. In 
1827, the erection of a Church edifice 32 by 50 feet was com­
menced, which was so far advanced in 1828 as to be occupied 
by the congregation as a place for public worship, but was not 
entirely finished till 1833.
In December, 1832, immediately after bis ordination, the 
Rev. Alvnh Guion took charge of this parish. Since which 
time, although surrounded by the strongest and bitterest pre­
judices against our apostolic Church and scriptural liturgy, the 
congregation has rapidly increased both in numbers and piety, 
and the number of communicants, which was then 25 has in­
creased to 50.
Several families belonging to St. James’ Church live in 
whai is called “the nine mile settlement,” it being nine miles 
north of Piqua and in Shelby county. This settlement is fast 
increasing by imigration, but the settlers are seldom blessed 
with the preached word by any denomination. A communi ­
cant who settled in the woods at “nine mile,” from Lower 
Canada, about three years since, presented to the vestry of St. 
James’ Church a lot for a chapel to become the Church lot if 
a separate parish should at any time hereafter be organized. 
This lot, which was then in the midst of a wide forest, was 
cleared about eighteen months ago. Since which time, through 
the persevering efforts of these new settlers, assisted by their 
brethren in Piqua, a small hewed log chapel has been erected, 
and through the kindness and liberality of the ladies of Christ 
and St. Paul’s Churches, Cincinnati, they were presented 
with glass and also a stove and pipe. The chapel is pleasant­
ly situated on the road leading from Piqua to Fort St. Mary, 
eight families having already settled within half a mile of it.
Divine service was performed for the first time in this chapel 
on Saturday the 26th day of April, by the Rev. Alvah Guion, 
who continued religious services till Sunday night the 27tli. 
At an early hour on Sunday morning a much larger assembly 
collected than could gain admittance, but it was supposed that 
more than 200 persons pressed into the chapel, many of whom 
joined heartily in the responses, and all were serious and at­
tentive. Deep solemnity seemed to pervade the congrega­
tions during both days, and it is confidently hoped that the 
word was made powerful, and that it will produce much 
good fruit to the praise and glory of God. After sermon
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on Sunday morning, the congregation was addressed by 
Mr. G. on the importance and necessity of sustaining a Sun­
day School in the new chapel, when a collection was taken up 
and provision made for the purchase of a library for the use of 
the school, worth twenty dollars.
The erection of this log chapel iu tiie forest has caused joy 
to spring up in the hearts of many who had long been looking 
forward, praying for, and hoping to see the Church establish­
ed among them, but who never expected to witness the fulfil­
ment of their hopes, and the notice which was given by the 
minister in the afternoon that service would be continued in 
the chapel every other Sunday by a lay-reader, was heard with 
joy by many who had not for years been able to attend at any 
place of public worship. The nearest house for public wor­
ship east of the chapel is six miles, south seven miles, west and 
north more than forty miles, although the country commenced 
being settled more than 12 years ago, and is now very thickly 
settled. May God of his infinite mercy and goodness bless 
this feeble effort to build up his kingdom,—may many pre­
cious souls here be born of the Spirit, aud be prepared for 
eternal glory. M.
A New Work, styled “The History of Popery,” has been 
published in New York, with an introductory essay by Dr. 
Miller, of Princeton. The fallowing account of it is given 
by a correspondent of the New-York Observer.
“It is a neat octavo volume of 4-16 pages—not large enough 
to frighten any reader, even in this age p’c-emincnt for epit­
ome. It is what it professes to he—a/“’story, not a speculation 
or theory on Popery. And we venture to affirm, that in so 
small a compass the same amount of well authenticated facts 
on a subject of such illimitable amplitude as that of the papacy, 
cannot be found in any other hook in our language. The in­
troductory essay by Dr. Miller which accompanies the volume, 
will of itself do an incalculable service to the cause of Protes­
tantism, by destroying the delusion under which some worthy 
ministers labor—viz. that there is no danger to he apprehend­
ed from the progress of Romanism in this country. The es­
say, though brief, is an exceedingly happy effort of a mind 
whose views on this subject partake neither of prejudice nor 
ungrounded alarm, luit have been matured by long and close 
observation, and are now promulgated with that characteristic 
soundness of judgment, which has distinguished other pro­
ductions of this learned and accomplished Professor’s pen.— 
With the perusal of this as a preparative, the reader will enter 
on the main body of the work, and find that he is still holding 
converse with a sound and well balanced mind, quite compe­
tent to the task it lias undertaken.
The Prospectus of a new periodical has been issued at 
Charleston, S. C. It is intended to take the place of the 
“Southern Review” which was discontinued for want of pa­
tronage. “ It will consist entirely of original matter, embrac • 
ing all subjects of general interest, and exclusive of controver­
sial divinity and party politics, accompanied with criticisms 
upon the productions of the day, and notices of the most im­
portant events.” It is to be styled the “ Southern Magazine.” 
The name of T. S. Griinke, one of its conductors, is a suffi­
cient guaranty for its character.
Slavery in Tennessee.—The question of the abolition of 
slavery seems to he freely discussed iu this State, and is made 
a party question in elections. It is supposed a respectable 
minority at least may be found in its favor.
Ordination op Missionaries.—In accordance with the no­
tice which was published last week, Rev. John B. Adger and 
Rev. James L. Merrick, were Ordained by the Charleston 
Union Presbytery on Tuesday night, as Missionaries to the 
Heathen. Mr. Adger’s destination is Asia Minor, perhaps 
Tarsus, the birthplace of Paul, and former rival of Athens.— 
Mr. Merrick contemplates preaching the Gospel to the Mo­
hammedans of Persia—a country peculiarly interesting to the 
friend of Missions, from its being the field where the self-de­
nying, and laborious, and accomplished, and intrepid Martyn 
fell an early victim to his ardent zeal in the cause of Christ.— 
Charleston Observer.
Sabbath Keeping.—In recording the death of one of the 
early settlers of Illinois, at the age of 86, the Pioneer and 
Western Baptist remarks: “ It is deserving of notice, that the 
portion of early settlers in Illinois, who regarded the Sabbath 
by setting up religious meetings, even before they professed 
religion, who afterwards kept up family prayer, and taught 
their children to fear the Lord, to be sober, industrious, and 
moral, were permitted to live to a good old age; that nearly 
all their descendants are professors of religion, or at least mo­
ral, industrious, and religiously disposed people.”—S. S. Jour.
The Rev. Mr. Huger, who has for some time been profes­
sor of Modern Languages in Centre College, Ky. has offered 
himself as a foreign missionary. He proposes to go out un­
der the patronage of the Western Foreign Missionary Society, 
and to establish a Missionary Station iu Italy, the wry seat of 
Papacy----Maryville Iat.
The committee of the British and Foreign Bible Society 
lately received an anonymous donation of XT,000,
A King’s Letter has been issued, authorizing a collection to 
be made in the various places of worship belonging to the es­
tablished Church, on behalf of the “Society for Promoting 
the Enlargement and Building of Churches and Chapels in 
England and Wales.
Forty Years in Advance.—A gentleman whose name is 
often associated with liberal enterprises and extensive chari­
ties, presented the senior editor of the Western Methodist, not 
long since, with One Hundred Dollars, and desired to have it 
passed to his credit on the books of the office in payment of 
forty years’ subscription in advance.— Western Methodist.
METEOROLOGICAL REGIS I E
Date. |Sun-risc. |2 o'clock. 19 o’clock. |Wind.| Weather
April 30 36° 67° 49’ s. \v. Clear
May 1 46° 71° 49’ N. Clear
2 44° 58° 43’ N. W. Rain
3 32° 65° 41’ W. Clear
4 43° 59’ 52° s. Kain
5 60° 68’ 55° s. & w. Rain
6 43° 70’ 57’ N. W. Clear
GENERAL SUieMJlRY.
In the Senate on Monday last, Mi. Clay called on the Se­
nators to aid him, in what he d( 'ared should be his future 
course—not to vote to confirm the appointmeut of any mem­
ber of Congress to any office cither at home or abroad, until 
the laws should be restored to their proper action. Mr. Speak­
er Stevenson, it is expected, will ere long be nominated as 
minister to England.
Anti-Slavery in Vermont—A convention is called in Ver­
mont to meet iu Middlebury on the 30th inst, to form a State 
Anti-Slavery Society.
Temperance. — Liberty, (Ga.) is, we believe, the only coun­
ty in the United States, in wh eh indent spirit is nut sold 
either by the wholesale or retail. The County is very properly 
named, us it is free from one of the greatest tyrants of the 
human race. — Charleston. Obs.
Illinois has a fund of ,$2,000,000 which is to he exclusively 
applied to the purposes of public education. The sum is bear­
ing interest; and the difficulty now is in the adoption of a 
system best calculated to diffuse u .eful knowledge among every 
class of the community.
A letter received by the Sheffield, dated London, March 7, 
says: We hear through B iring , that four millions of dollars 
have eie this arrived at New-Orleans from Mexico on their 
account, designed for circulation in the United States, and two 
millions are going forward from England.
Texas Emigratory Society.—A company of over one hun­
dred persons, composed of farmers, mechanics, physicians, &c. 
(all cold water men) are to sail from New-York, for Texas, on 
the 1st of May, to establish a colony in that country. They 
request donations of books, and any oilier articles from the be­
nevolent, which may he left at the office of the&eamen’s Friend 
Society, at 98 Nassau-st —Com. Adv.
The Phil. National Gazette states that since October last, 
the U. S. Bank had imported into that city aud New-York, 
$2,300,0(H) in specie, and that $600,000 more arc expected.
George Stehbings, who was arrested and committed to jail 
on the charge of the murder of Miss Evelina Cunningham, in 
1825, has been acquitted.
The loss of vessels upon the coast of France, during Dec. 
was greater than was ever known. There are authentic ac­
counts of the loss of 47 ships, the greater part of which were 
destroyed with both men and cargo.
Pearl Pishing of the Persian Oulph.—The most extensive es­
tablishment of this description in the world and we suppose in­
deed the chief source of the supply of the civilized world, are 
two islands in the Persian Gul ph, the larger, Bahrein, about 
ten miles by five, and the smaller, Arad, much less considerable 
in extent. The former particularly is very fertile and indus­
triously cultivated, being covered in every direction with ham- 
j lets, interspersed with groves of dates, tigs, citrons, peaches, 
&c. In Minawa, the principal village, are many wealthy mer­
chants, who carry on trade with India and other foreign coun­
tries. The fishery, which is carried on during the three sum­
mer months, produced three centuries since nearly 159,0001. 
per annum: and that amount has now increased nearly one 
fourth. The greater portion of the pearls are shipped for In­
dia, and the residue distributed throughout the Persian and 
Turkish empires, when occasional specimens find their way to 
the cities of Europe. About 2,090 boats are employed annu­
ally in the business—one half from the islands, and the rest 
from the small ports on the coast. The divers are negro slaves 
and Arabs, generally trained to the practice from their youth; 
they descend in water from five to fifteen fathoms deep, remain 
from two to five minutes underneath, and bring up from eight 
to twelve oysters in both hands. The best pearls come from 
the deepest water, and they are as hard when first brought up 
as ever afterwards. They loose a little of their original white­
ness by exposure, and this loss is estimated in trade at one per 
cent a year, though the pearls tinged with yellow are generally 
preferred in India to the white. This is not the case in the wes­
tern market. The Bahrein pearl is considered very superior 
to that of Ceylon, lioth in size and color. They are strung 
together, for export, on thread, and made into round bundles 
of about three inches diameter, commonly called Rooman tl 
Bahr, or “pomegranates of the sea.” The divers barely live 
by their earnings, and although they are cautious to prevent 
the water entering their ears and mouth, they soon have 
their eyes bloodshot, and their bodies spotted with sores.— 
These particulars are derived from the travels of Buckingham 
« and Morier,—A'. Y, Mercury.
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POETRY.
From the Sunday School Journtl. 
STIMULUS TO INTELLECTUAL AND MOIIAL
EFFORT.
Retire, vain dreams of wild Romance!
No more I court your spell;
Come, Thought, and o’er thy pure expanse 
Let Mind’s serene, benignant glance 
Excursive range, in loftiet trance,
And to this bosom tell 
Of themes than Fancy’s flights more high,
Themes formed for immortality:
Of hopes that reach the boundless heaven,
In their clear, tranquil flight;
Of peace from Life’s pure fountain given,
Joys, that in Sorrow’s soil have thriven,
Faith, that with Earth’s deep woes have striven,
And let their power unite 
To form a wreath around thy lyre.
Worthy of poet’s loftiest (ire;
Of bright Philanthropy’s wide aims
To soften life’s distress;
Of Duty’s holy, earnest clanks,
Of Thought and Feeling's blending flames,
O’er all tire schemes which Virtue frames,
To comfort and to bless 
This world’s deep shades of pain and grief,
With light, and effort, and relief.
All! rouse tu’t/iii inspiring tone,
Thy slmnh’ring, useless lyre!
Whilst aught of power is yet thy own,
Iliil it for languor past, atone;
Nor let thy little gift be thrown
Neglected, to expire
Where torpor, with her blighting breath,
The mildew sheds of mental death.
Wake to the high and pure reward
Of effort—aim divine!
While wealthier hands rich gifts afford,
Thy little all do thou accord,
And to the treasury of thy Lord
Thy widow's mite consign;
Nor wilt tb it might be scorned by Him
Who watches from the seraphim, A. W. M.
MISCELLANY.
From Silliman’s Journal.
Extracts fhom an Ahticlk on tiik Fua Trade and Fur 
nnARiNo Animals—Of the fur-hearing animal, “thepreciou 
ermine,” so called by way of pre eminence, is found, of tli 
best quality, only in the cold regions of Europe and Asia. It 
fur is of the most perfect whiteness, except the tip of its tai 
which is of a brilliant shining black. With these black tips 
tacked on the skins, they are hiautifully spotted, producin' 
an effect often imitated, but n -ver equalled in other furs. Th" 
ermine is of the genus Mustvla, (weasel,) and resembles th 
common weasel in its form: is from fourteen to sixteen inclie 
from the tip of the nose to the end of the tail. The body i 
from ten to twelve inches long. It lives in hollow trees, rive 
banks, and especially in beeoh forests; preys on small birds. 1 
very shy, sleeping during the day, and employing the nigh 
in search of food. The fur of the older animals is preferred t 
the younger. It is taken by anaies and traps, and sometime 
shot with blunt arrows. Attempts have been made to domesti 
cute it; but it is extremely wild, and, has, been found untame 
able.
The sable can scarcely be called second to the ermine. I 
is a native of northern Europe and Siberia, and is also of th 
genus Mustek, in Samoieda, Yakutsk, Kamschatka, am 
Russian Lapland, it is found of the richest quality, and dark 
est color. Iu its habits it resembles the ermine. It prevs 01 
small squirles and birds, sleeps by day and prowls for food dur 
lng the night. It is so like the martin in every particular ex 
cepts its size, and the dark shade of its color, that naturalist 
have not decided whether it is the richest ami finest of the mar 
tin tribe, or a variety of that species. It varies in dimension: 
from eighteen to twenty inches.
The rich dark shades of the sable, and the snowy wbitenes1 
of the ermine, the great depth, and the peeular, almost (low. 
.ng softness of their skins and fur, base combined to gain then 
a preference in all countries, and in all ages of the world. 1, 
this age they maintain they maintain toe same relative esti. 
mate in regard toother furs, as when they marked the ranko 
the proud crusade., a ,d were emblazoned in heraldry: hut ir
«.“oPT.uT'“ f •"
K.T!,L.".rin! A«i, .„d ti,e „
Kamschatka are much superior to the American, though it 
blr whiH ° \nLn??1niar’? ak,',S ‘1,Pre are a certain 
color, of gre,°t depth a^d richness “ d<,rk br°Wn oI*V<
andutiut>*
Thefiery f„x i, the bright red of Asia; i, more briliantb 
colors, and of finer fur than any other of the genus. It i'-
Ks'Vir” It kH6 S?en?°rXftS C°lor and tl,e finenesl
•oast of Asia. J’"1 °" tHc Northeaster.
179?7’Ca ‘’‘ler*h5ch Wa8 fint into commerce it
Dfine W, th|e AI!U£’a.° ’nd Kun,e » an exceeding
The fur^f th 086 fUf’ K>t ‘ , ,n/,n“?r With a si,kcn
It k L, • ,u ? '* “‘",nal ” °f “ be*utiful '’r<»wn color.-
’ M met with in great abundance in Bering’s Island, Kara-
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schatka, the Aleutian and Fox Islands, and is also taken on the 
opposite coasts of Noitli America. It is sometimes taken 
with nets but more frequently with clubs and spears, lheir 
food is principally lobster and other shell fish.
In 1780, f urs had become so scarce in Siberia, that tlie sup­
ply was insufficient for the demand in the Asiatic countries. 
Jt'was at this time that the sea otter was introduced into the 
markets for China. The skins brought such incredible prices 
as to originate immediately several American and British ex­
peditions to the northern islands of the Pacific, to IXootka 
Sound and the Northwest coast of America, hut the Russians 
already had possession of the tract which they now hold, and 
had arranged a trade for the sea otter with the FLoudek tribes. 
They do not engross the trade, however; the American North­
west trading ships procure them, all along the coast, from the 
Indians.
At one period, the fur seals formed no inconsiderable item 
in the trade. South Georgia, in South lat. 55 deg. discover­
ed in 1675, was explored by Capt. Cook in 1771. The Ameri­
cans immediately commenced carrying seal skins thence to 
China, where they obtained the most exorbitant prices. One 
million two bundled thousand skins have been taken from 
that island alone, and nearly an equal number from the island 
of Desolation, since they were first resorted to, for the purpos­
es of commerce.
The discovery of the South Shetland,, S. lat. 63 deg. in 
1818, added surprisingly to the trade in fur seals. The num­
ber taken from the South Shetland, in 1821 and 1822, 
amounted to three hundred and twenty thousand. This val­
uable animal is now almost extinct in all these island, owing 
to the exterminating system adopted by the hunters. They 
are still taken on the Lobos islands, where the provident gov­
ernment of Monte Video restrict the fishery, or hunting, with­
in certain limits, which insures an annual return of the seals. 
At certain seasons these amphibia, for the purpose of renew­
ing their coat, come up on the dark frowning rocks and pre­
cipices, where there is not a trace of vegeta ion. In the mid­
dle of January, the islands are partially cleared of snow, where 
a lew patches of short straggling grass spring up in favorable 
situations; but the seals do not resort to it for food. They 
remain on the rocks not less than two months, without any sus­
tenance, w hen they return much emaciated to the sea.
Bears of vurious species and colors, many varieties of the 
fox, the wolf, the beaver, the otter, the marten, the raccoon, 
the badger, the wolverine, the mink, the lynx, the musk-rat, 
the wood-chuck, the rabbit, the hare, and the squirrel, are na­
tives of North America.
The beaver, otter, lynx, fisher, hare, and raccoon, arc used 
ed principally for hats, while the bears of several varieties, fur­
nish an excellent material for sleigh linings, for cavalry caps, 
and other military equipments. The fur of the black fox is 
the most valuable of any of the American varieties, and next 
to that the red, which is exported to China and Smyrna. In 
China the red is employed for trimmings, linings and robes, 
the latter being variegated, by adding the black fur of the 
paws, in spots or waves There are many other varieties of 
American fox, such as the grey, the white, the cross, the sil­
ver, and the dun colored. The silver fox is a rare animal, a 
native of the woody country below the falls of the Colombia 
river. It has a long, thick, deep lead-colored fur, intermin­
gled with long hairs, invariably white at the top, forming a I 
bright lustrous silver grey, esteemed by some more beautiful 
than any other kind of fox.
The skins of the buffalo, of the Rocky mountain sheep, of 
various deer, and of the Antelope, are included in the fur 
trade with the Indians, and trappers of the north and west.
Fox and seal skins are sent from Greenland to Denmark. 
The white fur of the arctic fox and polar bear, is sometimes 
found in the packs brought to the tradi rs by the most northern 
tribes of Indians, hut are not particularly valuable. The sil­
ver-tipped rabbit is peculiar to England, and is sent thence to 
Russia and China.
Other furs are employed and valued accordingly to the ca­
prices of fashion, as well in those countries where they are 
needed for defences against the severity of the season, as among 
the inhabitants of milder climates, who being of Tartar or 
Slavonian descent, are said to inherit an attachment to furred 
clothing. Such are the inhabitants of Poland, of Southern 
Russia, of China, of Persia, of Turkey, and all the nations 
of Gothic origin in the middle and western parts of Europe. 
Under the burning suns of Syria and Egypt, and the mild 
clinics of Bneharia and Independent Tartar y, there is also a 
constant demand, and a great consumption, where there exists 
no physical necessity. In our own temperate latitudes, besides 
their use in the arts, they are in request for ornament and 
warmth during the winter, and large quantities arc annually 
consumed for both purposes in the United States.
From the foregoing statements it appears that the fur trade 
henceforward declines. The advanced state of geographical 
science shows that no new countries remain to be explored.— 
In North America, the animals are slowly decreasing from 
the persevering efforts and the indiscriminate slaughter prac­
ticed by the hunters, and by the appropriation to the uses of 
man of those forests and rivers which have afforded them food 
and protection. They refedc with the aborigmese, before the 
tide of civilization, but a diminished supply will remain in 
the mountains, end uncultivated tracts of this and other conn- 
tries, if the avidity of the hunter can be restrained within pro­
per limitations. With great respect, I am, &c.
JYcui- Yoed, November, 1833.
The Temperance Pledge Excludes Wink.—We suppose 
it to he a f ict that nearly ali the wines imported into this coun­
try, say nine tenths, and more probably ninety-nine hundretbs 
have alcohol poured into them to preserve them; also that 
most of the wines undergo, after their importation, multifa­
rious adu.terations, of which another pouring in of alcohol is 
°.ne’ ovcr and above the alcohol that all wine has in
virtue of being a firmented liquor from the juice of the grape,
nearly all is charged with an extra quantity in a su*« not chemi 
cally combined. And every person has in his po»er , uni;)L 
and convenient test. Throw a little professed wine on a brisk 
fire and the hypoerite will hum. Whereas throw oa Oit fire 
beer, eider, or wise in which no alcohol has been poui-d but 
has only that portion which is chemically combined by ferine* 
tation, and it will not burn.
Now while thetemperanee pledge, voluntarily assumed, ob. 
ligates a person to use no ardent spirit as a beverage, now can 
he in good faith |rink wine, whe:. the Iwlance of evidence Is 
ten to one that hi will drink poured-in alcohol. What differ, 
ence is there betw een alcohol dilutid with water, and drink, 
ing alcohol diluted with wine? And what, whether he him. 
self mingles alcohol and water, or receives alcohol and wine 
mingled from another?— Vermont Chronicle.
Dialogue between Mr. R---------and Jonathan___Mr.
R. Do you belong to the temperance society?
Jonathan. Not 1. Its a little too hot for me. llowan? 
says Mr. R. Why, said Jonathan, 1 once went to a lecture 
and after it was over, the speaker asked ine if I belonged to s 
temperance society; and I told him ro: “ Well,” said he, “yon 
are worse than ten drunkards, and ought to be thrashed.” I 
didn’t like that much, I tell you.
Mr. R. It was very harsh and improper language, I should 
think, to address to any person under such circumstances.
Jon. I tho’t so too. And it made me rather offish shout 
temperance. But I don’t drink rum, 1 dont care nothing 
about it. Tho’ I’d rather work with them that drink rum, 
than with cold water men,
Mr. R. Why do you prefer to work with those that drink 
spirit?
Jon. | Because, they can’t do half ns much work as men 
that don t drink any. I’ve worked with both, and I tell you, 
it s very hard pulling to keep up side with these here cold wa­
ter men.
Squintinc—Squinting may be cured! Place the person 
before you who squints. Direct him to close the undistorted 
eye and look at you with the other. When you perceive the 
axis of the undistorted eye fixed directly on you, tell him to 
keep it so, and then open the other, the distorted eye will turn 
away from you towards the nose, and tin sound one will fix iu 
gaze on you. TTiis simple experiment, however repeated with 
patience and perseverance, will at length enable the person 
squinting little by little, to comply with your directions, and 
in a short time he will he able to direct the axis of both eyes 
at pleasure, and hi' cure is effected, If it is only a cast ia the 
eyes, the good eye should be covered for n fortnight.
Those of iny readers who will remember those directions, 
will find their advantage in doing so.
Flying Music.—A merchant of Philadelphia has received 
from China a paper kite, which in its flight becomes musie.il 
on the principle of the Eolian harp. It is described as har­
ing two holes, one rather larger than the other, made along 
the backbone of the kite, through which the air, wben*»l>o 
kite is rnised, strikes the string, and produces the musical ef­
fect of the Eolian harp. Instead of a cat-gut suing, a fibre 
of cane is made use of in this insti intent. A witness says 
that he has frequently experienced the effect it produces; and 
the first time he heard it, it struck him with great surprise.—* 
He heard the exquisite music, hut could see nothing that ap­
peared to have any connexion with the sound which appeared, 
and was, in fact, aerial— Vermont Chron.
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